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WHAT IS ANGEL 1S HAIR 

?.he. ·!'<fe ~5 tf"d /2de£!. 
(/. / ffo 2 

JoA.Je_/ JuLy )96 8 

(This article is. written by Josef Roesmer; -GDnsultant to the 
Institute . Roesmer is a radiochemist with a Pittsburgh laboratory, 
studying charged-particle, low-energy nuclear fission.) < 

Angel's hair, the elusive ·substance that has been observed in the · 
vicinity of landing and launching sites of UFOs, is an inexhaustible 
subject for speculation as to its chemical composition, its formation, 
and particularly its raison d 1 etre. Let us examine some descriptions 
of Angel's Hair for meaningful scientific information: 

1. Its physical appearance has been compared with "a fluffy 
blanket," or "long streamers of white stuff," or "almost like cobwebs," 
11stringy, 11 "like shredded white wool," and "like spun glass." 

2. Held between the fingers for a few minutes, Angel's Hair 
dissolves "into nothing , " sometimes leaving a "burni~g sensation." 

3. According to an observer in California, it remained on trees 
and telephone lines for months . 

4 . Angel's Hair often seemed "to jump" from a bush or tree and 
tended to cling to one's ~air . 

1 

Some of thes e ob ser vat ions a ppar e nt ly contr adict e ach other ; f o r 
example, th.at Ange l ' s Hair ha·s been 's een f or several months on trees 
and telephone lines, and i;ts disappe a-rance when held b etween fingers . 

Iri scientific terms, A'ngel' s ·Hair can be described as a white 
substance which either sublimes or hydrolyzes when brought into con
tact with the moisture of human skin, and it can be charged ele ct r o 
statically by friction , i.e., it does not conduct e lectricity. Its 
format ion a ppears to be r e lated t o the propulsion system of UFOs since 
it is formed wher e UFOs r equir e , as i t wer e , an exce s s power ove r that 
neede d f or s i mp l e fl ight, name ly f or l and i ng, l a unching , or a s udden 
change of cour se . 

I t has been s uggested that Ange l's Hai r could b e nitrogen ~ent 
oxide , N205. ::'rue , N205 is a ·: 0 lo:-:..es.:: :;o lid .....-hie;, sub .i. in;cs ;;itho~ : 
me l t ing . However , N205 has a vapor pressur e of one a t mosphe r e at 33° C; 
above 0°C, 1t starts t o decompose 1nto N02 , a r eddish-br own gas of 
meta llic odor . Further mor e , N205 r eac t s wit h wate r to f orm nitri c ac i d 
w~th cons i derab l e evolution of heat. This r eac t ion wi ll occur even with 
t he small amount s of moisture on h uman s ki n. However , the nitri c ac i d 
w~ll r eac t i mme di ate l y wi th t he amino acids whi ch make up human s ki n , 
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V'-dLlo"" ><La.Ln on t:ne SR1n, wni:cn-canno-c- oe-removea oy w.asru:ng-. - Nobo<ly--
who has handled Angel 1 s Hair has r eported this color reaction. Thus 7 

N205 most probably is not Angel's Hair . 

I f the description "dissolves into nothing" can be taken literal
ly , then one might suspect one or s everal noble gas compounds . To 
date, our knowledge of noble gas-compoundS:is Timited to tbose- con
::ajnif"lg xenon. However, these compounds are fair l y volative and are 
.. :1 i t ec. Po&sibly, Angel ' s Hair is an 2rgon cm:Jpound, s ince ar gon is 
the noble gas i n ai r with the highes t aoundance . 

Presently, we are still unable to ans~ver our initial query. 

i ~ • 

It may be trivial to say that t he surest way to discover more 
abou t Angel's Hair is to obtain a sample. Incidentally, a so-called 
weighing bottle, which is nothing but a small glass vessel with a 
perfectly fitting ground joint lid, the male joint being ground on 
the outsi~e of the bottle and the female joint -on the inside 'o£ - ~i.he .. ;:, 
lid, would··.be the ideal c~ptainer for An?el'·s·Hair. 'Sinc;e Aitgei's _ i 'Z 
Hai r disappears when wanri~d to body temp'er=:-~~e, it . wqi.!.~d be advisable 
to store the container wiJ~h Angel's Hair in ~refrige.t;:a ,t6r, ·until i~ 

t • ; 0 -. ...q·, ... ( • ,.., 
· can be submi.~ted fo.r laboratory analys_J..S. · · · 

·.. --~ ~~ . ·.0 .. . . .1. 
•• J, .,:;;.. ... • 

LTO Research Institute 
Suite 311 
508 Grant Street 
Pittsburgh, Penna. 15219 
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Figure 3 Inversion layer causes the radar beam to bend and pick up the truck 

on the highway giving the appearance of a high slow-moving target . 

- - ---* 

F·igure 4 An airborne radar can get a ground return from an inversion as 

shown above. One occasion when the pilot tried to close , he nearly flew 

into the gronnd . 
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Figure 5 How an inversion layer can cause interference between two stations 

a great distance apart. Normally these two stations are so far apart the oper

ators would not expect interference between the two. 
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• • • • * • • 
The disorieatatioa that pileta experieace during night formation 

flight may reault tram what is called the autokiAetic illuaioA. The 
autokinetic illusion is a visual phenanenon in which a stationary spot ot 
light against a dark background appears to move erratically. It is knowa 
to have been experienced by pilots when they were obserTing formation 
lights oa other aircraft (8), In tact, this illusion caa disorient a 
trained pilot to the extent that he will spin in a link trainer (8). Ia 
a recent night formation tlignt accident a surviTing pilot re!orted th&t 
he "saw• the other two aircraft in the formatioa peel-off to the left 
when, actually, they had not changed course (16). On the basis of tbis 
false information he maneuvered his aircraft so as to collide with the 
other two with a reaultant loas of one pdlot and three F-86D aircraft. 
The 'peeling-off" of these two aircraft is typical ot the nature of the 
autokinetic illusion. 

lDTestigAtions or the autokinetic illusion reTeal that the apparent 
movement is greatest and most frequent when small (point-source), d~ 
ligbts are being viewed~ but it is still present in the case of large light 
sources (6, 7) and, although to a lesser degree. when viewing patterna of 
lights (8). Therefore, the use of more or larser area reference ligbts in 
formation flight should cause a reduction in the autokinetic effect. It 
has been demonstrated that autokinetic movement was frequent and large 
when only one reference light was visible during formation flight, was much 
reduced when two reference lights were Tiaible, and reduced even more when 
tree reference lights were visible (8). 

• • • • • • • • • 
REFE~CE WADC TR 55-124 
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EXTRACT FRO}{ NET~!tOLOGICAL GLOS5 AUY ( CS54-G7) - CH3?·aCAL PUBLISHING COMP~-1951 
I ,.. _ 

BALL LIGHTING - An occasional incident during thunderstorms is th"l 
appearance of b;:Ul lightning. The circumstances vary considerably. · The 
size of the balls varies greatly,. f rcm the size of nutc to spheres a foot or tl-10 
in diameter. The most frequent balls ar e between 10 em. and 20 em. in 
diaJ!leter. Sometimes they occur immedi at ely after a brilliant fla.sh of 
ordina ry lightnine, at other times Hhen there has been no flc?sh at all. 
Sometimt"s or.ly a s:ingle ball is seen, at other times the same observer sees 
t 1·ro or t:hree and several are r eported in one locality. Sometimes the balls 
drift tl:rough the air and V311ish harmlessly, but in some cases a ball has 
eY~ploded on r~aching the grou!ld. Usual l y ther e is no sign of heating where 
a ball has passed, yet there is one case ':.J'her e cJ.ean holes ''~ere bor ed through 

. several window panes, the glass appearing t o have been melted. Ball lightning 
has been observed in closed rooMs, but '.vhether it penetrates the walls or 
fonns inside is not quite certa:in. The light is seldon brill iant, though 
occasionalJ.y observers have been dazzled. Ca ses are on r ecord 'lrher e a · ball 
has broken up L~to smaller ones, but these a re r are. In some cases the balls 
develop during very heavy rain; :in othe r cases ~-1he:::1 t here has been no rain 
for several minutes. .\ bal 1. may last for a fe1-.r seconds or s everal ;ninutes. 
Its movement is never fast, generally the speed is comparable with a walking 
pace, but it is not clear how the ball lightning is propelled. Probably in 
most cases it is carried by air currents. Apparently ball lightning does not 
occur when there is much wind. 

Pearl- necklRcc lightning - Ball lightning has been associated occasionally 
1·li th pearl- necklace lightning. This phenomenon is a development of an ordinary 
lightning flash. Immediately after the flash a number of bright lights are seen. 
These lit;hts are of uniform size and appear like pearls on a str:ing. They last 
about a couple of seconds. 

PhenomRna ~lith some likeness to ball lightning have been produced 
artificially by the use of very po~1erful electric machines. N. Hesehus* used 
a t ransformer giving 10,000 volts and connected one polP- to a vessel containing 
l..rat~r, the other to a copper plate 2 to 4 em. above t he water. The discharge 
between the plate and the 1..rater took the form of flames, novr conical, no~1 
spheroidal. The fiery spheroi ds were ve~J mobile , going from sids to side of 
the copper plate at a breath. In these flames atmospheric nitrogen was 
being burned to nitric oxide, NO, as in one of the industrial processes for 
"fixing" nitrogen, but the flames did not float away into the free atmosphere. 
There is therefore no reason to as sume that ball lightning is a globe of nitric 
oxide . The fact that the globul a r form is maintained by ball l i ghtning seems 
to r eouire an electrical attraction bet~reen the outer layers and a central 
nucle~s so that the mechanism can not be merely chemical. At present the 
phenomenon is entirely inexplicable. 

*Phys z., Leipzig 2, 1901, p·. 579 
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July 17, 1968 

Lt Col Hector Quintanilla 
Chief, Aerial Phenomena Office 
Aerospace Technologies Division 
Production Directorate 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 4543~ 

Dear Colonel Quintanilla 

Thank you for your letter of July 10, inquiring about the whereabouts 
of our two Goodyear airships on June 13, 1968. Neither of our air shi s 
was in the area of Dayton, Ohio, on that date. j 

One was in San Antonio, Texas, while ~he other was in Rochester, N.Y.I 

One of the blimps was in Dayton from approximately May 7 through May 15, 
but neither has been in that area since then. 

I 

It would appear, then, that we cannot be of assistance in helping you 
to clear up the matter of the sighting in question. 

C Carl Dangel 
dmo 
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I 

Spoke with Mr. Crosier, area code 216 phone 794- 3127 regarding the 

Goodyear Blimp, flight plan for June. 

Left Flint, Michigan 4 Jun to Akron 

Left Akron, 7 Jun to Flint 

Left Flint to Akron 12 Jun 

Left Akron to Wheeling 13 Jun 

Left Wheeling to Akron 14 Jun 

25 June blimp flew in the Akron area from 1645 EDT to 2330 EDT 

28 June blimp flew in the Akron area from 0800 EDT to 0830 EDT 

Departed Akron area on 28 Jun at 0830 for Hershey, Pa , arrived in 

Hersey, Pa at 1815 EDT. 
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OFFICE OF 

.. * .. 
INFORMATION TELEPHONE 882-3931 and 882-3932 

-.""-..0#• 
* \~ * .. NEWS RELEASE 

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 
AIR PROVING GROUND CENTER 

AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAN 0 EGLIN AIR FORCE BASE , FLORIDA 

IDLIN AFB, Fla., Nov 18--GHEMIC.AL TRAILS-chemical trails such as these have 

been creating quite a stir during the past week throughout the southeastern 

part of the United States. The trails were visible in the sky around the sun-
• 

set hours and were made by vertical probe research rockets launched by the E!r 
Proving Ground Center here. The rocket firings were made in conjunctfon with 

the International Quiet Sun Year (IQSY) program. It is during this time that 

soientists around the world study the effect of the sun on the ionosphere, a · 

part of atmosphere starting about 40 miles abovethe .earth's surface and 

reaching to about 500 miles. The chemical trails were visible from Miami, 

Fla., to Texas. (USAF PHOTO) 

* * * * * * * * * * •. * * * * * A E R 0 S P ACE P 0 WE R F 0 R P E ACE * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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Nicht ~m Handel 

Sonderabdruck aus Vol. V, 1959, Fasc. 3-4 

ASTRONAUTICA AC'fA 
Herausgegebcn von V</. V. BRAUN, A. EULA, B. FRAEIJS DE VEUBEKE, J. M. J. Koov, 
F. I. ORDWAY III, E. S.i\NGER, K. ScHUTTE, L. I. SEDOV, L. R. SHEPHERD und J. STEMMER 

Schriftleitung: F . HECHT, Wien 
Springer-Verlag in Wien Alle Rechtc vorbehalten 

D. H. -Robey1 

Cold Re-Entry of Space Vehicles at Meteor Speeds 
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IDBNTirY 
CORRECTLY 

GENI:RAL 

DUE TO PROL0f1.Gt:D OBSER VATION Ot' THE SKY BY DAY AND NIGIIT , 
F AMI LIAR OBJECTS SUd\ AS M:ETEORS, A IRCRAJ''T , BAI,LOONS , ASTRON
OM I CAL BOOIES, SU'ftr.HLIGHTS, BIRDS, ETC., WILL BE FREQUEI'i'TLY 
OBSERVED BY GOC PERSONNEL. DUE TO ATMOSPHERIC CON'OJTIONS, RE · 
FLECT IONS, SOUN'O, SPEED, POSIT ION, ETC. , SUCH COMMOP' OBJ'ECTS 
KAY SOMETIMES BE MISI NTERPRETED AS "IINID[HI[J[ Q FlYING ODIECTS." 
BY BECOMING FAM I L IAR WI TH THE APPEARANCE OF SUCH OBJ'ECTS, GROUND 
OBSERVERS CAM DETTER DETERII I NI! TH.BI R IOE!fTITY. 

~L PI!._NO~ 

OJ'TIC.\L PIIE!'OiotE"A WIIJCII HAVE BEEN REroRTED AS U!'IIOE!'ITI -
t U~O li.\'I'OG OBJl:CTS VARY FROM REf'I...I.:CTt0:-5 0:'\ f'LOU'OS AND LAYERS 
0t IC'£ CRYSTALS (SUNOOGS) TO kANY TYPES Of' MIR.,G£5, TilEY WAY 
IU lt.I,I PTI<"AL OR LI,.,T.AR, BUT ARE GE!\"ERALLY ROCt.TI I" S llAPE . IN 
f"Ot.On, TilEY ARE GE:NERAI. I.Y YELLOW, A~'D MA\' BE STARL IKF. OR TAKE 
Till. fORM OF A LARGE, LUMINOUS GLOW. TliERE IS l\0 l,IMIT TO THF.IR 
SliJll' , AI.TIIOUGII TilEY NAY BE STATIO~ARY. TJ[[ SUNDOG TYPE OF 
l,ll:>O'D:~A THT.S TJ[[ f'ORM Ol' A LUMINOUS JIAIJ) AR()t; NI) Tm: SUN, 'II'ITit 
0'\l TO t'OUR IMAGES Of TilE SUN ALO!'{G THE HAI.O C JR("J,t~ AT INTF.RVAI,S 
01 00 llf.GIIJ:[S. OTHER REPORTS OFTEI\' !lAVE TO(}(') W!TII BRIGHT 
PLA:>H:-) OH F.VF.N Tllf. MOON SU IN lNG THROUGH A UGIIT OVr:RCAST, 

~'·!.~ 
r., t.LOOSS MA'I' Rt; P.OC\ll, C' IG AR-SII.\ PF.£'1 . P ISPOIST SIZE OR HAVE 

Tilt. API"t. , RA~CE Of' HO_.t,t-;G PINS . TifT\' li'JLL GE~f.RALLY A PPEAR VER\' 
S \lAt.L 1'0 !m; OBSFRVEH. TilEY MAY DF. VISIBLE BY OAY OR IOGIIT, BrT 
MORE (il.:>f.HALI#Y. AT SIJ1\St:T OR SIJSRISF.. 11\ COLOR TUF.Y SHOW SILVf.R, 
"'III IT OR MANY TIHS. TIIF.IM Spt;f.(\ I S HVF.R GREAT NOR ARf. THEIR 
COU! .ii'S t:RilAT I C . Gt:rH:IIAI L\' Till:\' APPE.'-R TO Of 110\'.:RINC. OR MOVING 
SI.OWL.\'. TIIF.\' MAY A Wt-:.t,lt SINCI.Y OR IS CLUSTERS. AND A IJAI,LOON 
MAY SUtJuJ;~n.Y BURST A Nil II IS ,I, PPf.AR .'-LTOGF.TIIF.R , 

STARS ANll Pt.A~t;TS 

TltF. f'I..ASETS --VENUS, MAltS, J UPIIT.R ANII S-'TliRN--ARF. Gt:~T.RAI.LY 
BRIGIITt:R TIIAN ANY STAR, ni)T TWTNKI.f. !.1\.ICII U:SS \.l:olr.t:SS VJ:RY C'I.OSf 
TO Tm; 110UI7.0~ . STARS TWINKJJ: CONSn. NTI.Y ANI\ 'jl'lf};S NF.AR Tm: 1101! 1 -
7.0S C AN GI VE THE TMPttt;SSICH~ Ot' HASIII~G LIGHT 1'1 MANY COW RS. TIIF 
S IIAPF. Ot' DOTII IS THJ:: SAm: , AN'O TIIF.Y Nt:VER AP~:\R I.ARGt: . IS COI.OR 
TII F.Y S HOW lo!OST!.Y YF.I.I .OW, BUT .YAY IIAVE RAISROW \"-ll iAT IOSS. STARS 
ARE orn · lf 1\F.FORTF.O AS MO VING I~ f"RHIC HMIJO\ , AUT TillS IS 1\\[ 
TO TIIF PSYC HOT..oGY m· TtU: 0BSERVt:R ~OST PEOJllf BF lNG Ul'i'ABI . .F' TO 
CONSHlFR A fOIST AS OF. lNG STAT IO\ARl' !'0'0 tlR IG!IT S TARS 'Pf'EAR 1:00 
CLOSTf RS - - .1, IU:PORT 0 Jo' t'OI.'R OR fiVf RR IGitT, C'l ,I'Sn:RI"'G LIG!I TS Rl"Lf " 
OUT !iTAH~L STARS IN T IIY. nST -'I.'I'AYS W IIIGIU. R I~ TtiE S KY AS Tiff 
N TG IIT PflOORt:SSES, WltiiJ , TIIOSf. UJW ON THE ttF.STFRS ITORJ:ION S f.T 
WI Tit IN AN IIOIJH. OR TWO. 

uausual sighliags 

A IRCRAFT S IGUTtNGS WHIC H ARE SOXETUIES REI'ORTtD AS UNIDEN
TIFIED f'LTING OBJ'F.<'TS VARY IN SllAPE FROM COSVENTIONAL TO CIRCU-
I.AR OR ELLIPI'ICAL . THEIR COLORS--SILVER TO BRJ GIIT YELLOW--ARE 
OFTEI'f RESPOSS IBI..E F'OR TilE FA ILURt' TO IDENTIFY . JET EXHAUSTS 
S HOW YELLOW OR REO. GENERALLY, AIRCRAFT fLY lN OSLY ASGUI.AR 
PATTf.R~S. SMAl.L OBJECTS CROSSISG MAJOR PORTtoSS OF TilE SKY CA N 
BE RUI.Ell OUT, AS C AN OBJECTS MAKito'G RIGIIT-ASGLF. TURNS OR SUDDEN 
Rf.VERSALS OF OIRECTION, ~UMBERS GREATER THAS 20 ARF. YORE L I KE
LY BIRDS TUM-I oURCRAFT, 

~ 
METEORS VARY l'" StUPE FROM ROUI"D TO ELO;'<GATED A~"D I ll' S tZE 

FROM TlfiY PINPQ J -;TS TO THE PRO PORTIOSS OF ~SS. Iff COLOR TUfY 
\'ARY FRON t'LA~I:«i YF.LLO• (lfOST CO~S') TO RJ:D, GREEN OR BU.'£. 
THEY TRAVEL AT HIGII SPEF..DS, CROSSING A I..ARGE PORT ION Ot' nlE S ICY 
IS A ft:ll( S ECOSDS mHJ:SS APPROAC H tti'G THE OBSERVJ:R HtAO~S. nil: Sf. 

ARE GENERALLY SINGLE PHESOMElfA, BUT OCCASIOS.nLY MAY BE OBSF.RVED 
IN SMALL GROUPS; THE Y MAY BREAK INTO SHOWERS .H TJIE f.SD Ot' Tll.EIR 
TRAJECTORIES, AT NIGIIT , METF.OR S NAY L.EAVI:": Ll!!ICINOUS TRAILS WHI CII 
CAN PERSIST t'OR AS LONG AS 30 MI NU"W-S. THEY ARE RARELY OOSERVED 
OURING THE OAY , WHE N Tlrf.Y LEAV~: A WIIITISII TO PARK SMOKY TRAIL. 

~TS 

SEARCHI. I GHT BEA~S VARY IN SHAPE FROM ROU!'ri'D TO ELLIPTICAL , 
AKD IN SIZE FRON TINY TO LARGE, W WINOUS (il.OWS, DEPEKDIP'G UAlN 
CLOUD HEIGHTS, T11EIR COURSE MAY BE STATIONARY, STRAIGIIT, C IRC-
I.INC OR ERRATIC . SCA'I"'tF.RED CLOUfiS MAY MAKE THEil SEEM TO PIS-
APPEAR RF.APPF.AR IN lllffERENT PORTIOMS Of THE SKY. 

DIRECTORATE OF CIVIL AIR DEFENSE, HQ-.--ADC, ENT AFB, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 
CREDIT TO 46D2 oo AISS 
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DART iARG:<:::, 

Size: G' x :i.G' 

Radar Reflective 

Part Number 
Spec. UTC 4010 

Color 
Aluminum 

' 
Tb·.~ K-11 <brt L'1rp;ct is () feet; wide at. the rear 

1:·.i .~G i"rct 1on[;. llft':i wings arc constructed of 
·m~!ycomh m;•.tcrial which is bonded to an alu
;intJ;n foil ~];in. 1\n X-band corner radar rc
~·f':.ur i~ m011nt.<~d at Lhc rear of Lhc target, with 
~i:,.i;:-:;IJb• fairings extending forward for stream-

The :!\- J.1. d:-~.rt t;r<r-ct come:; in kit form. Each 
\t: i;; i;\\:cl':;r.d Lo ~~:·ovidc 10 fiighLs, and includes 
w.i~~g::, 2 r~.vh;· ,·dicdors, 24. nose section angles, 
h:t for rep::~irin6 damaged wings, and ·all the 

.• . 

necessary h~rdwc::rc. All i::-<structions for ~~sem
~);y, :)~.:ancing, a:~cl ::c:)a:rbg the K-1:: tar·get 
<:.rc inclt:dcd i:1 the kit. 

Tbc o;)emtionaluse cf the :(-11 dart target is 
the same ~~ tl:c Iv!.D'-1 ta.rgct. Its brger size 

·makes it mt:.ch easier to se~~ track, and hit than 
the smal:cr l\iF-1. It \vill absorb many t-:::ncs 
:more gun o;- cannon :3.::-e than the MF-1 and still 
fly in a stable mar.ner. \Vhcn low{;red by pam
c1:utc, the K-11 t<:..rgct is "t:sually reusable, not
vli thst::mding ~t:.n o~· ~nnon fire damage. 

Size: 8' x 20' 

Ua.<lar Rc;7cr.l£1Jc 

J>art Nw;z.l1rr 
Spec. UTC 1110 

Color 
Aluminum 

< :1c K-12 d:"~:-f~ t..'l.rgct is sim.ib.r to the K -Jl 
_:q·.t·.·L cx<;(:pL Lh;tL it iR l:trw:~r, being 8 feet wide 
·II., 1.:\e rear :md 20 feet long. When preparing it 
fr•:- ll!':e cmj)lny Lh':! s<lmc procedures as for the 
1( .. J l. 

I I 

Opcration::-..1 usc of the type K-12 is the same 
· 2~ the K-11 dar!- t;-,rgct except that it is easic:< to 
sec, tra.ck, and !1:t because of its larger size. 

It also employs ar. X-band corner radar re
flector ~nountcd at ihc rear o:. the t.->.rget. 

·. 
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ELECTRO-MAGNETIC EFFECTS 

ASSOCIATED WITH 

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFOs) 

By 

Washington, D. c. , Subcommittee 
of the 

National Investigations Committee 
on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP) 

1536 Connecticut Avenue , N. W. 
Washington 6 , D. C . 

* * * * * 

June 1960 
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FAA Information 

The FAA tracks everything in the air, but they do not pay any 
attention to specific aircraft unless they have called in a 
IFR flight plan. Unless a strip is made of the aircraft when 
one asks the FAA for any aircraft in the area, they will not have 
any r ecord. The FAA only follm.rs those aircraft that have filed an 
IFR flight plan. The strip that was mentioned above is about 
7-8 inches long and contains information about the particular 
aircraft. 

Thus if one gets a negative answer for aircraft in the area 
it is possible that the aircraft had not files an IFR and thus 
the FAA would not have any record of such an aircraft. 
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DO YOU HAVE "SPUTNWTIS"!-IIoat of .fiyin£ objects-report~d are 
real, all right, but they're not what they aaya Dr. Donald H. :Menzel, director of Har· 
vard college obse"ltol'7, Cambridge, Mall. st•MJ;Ied, above, are aome eaUMS of those sightings, 
as explained by Doctor Menzel. No acoffer, doea believe there are 10111e r.aucer re-
ports which "represent natural Jlhenomena that limply still do not fullf underliand." 
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Preface 

It is by no means true that the (fixed) stars ca n b 

reached only after journeys of many generations in durat on, 

during which numerous generations are born, grow to mat 

and die again, until finally the distant great- grandchil 

will perhaps reach the destination of the embarkers . 

is it true that the foreign g~laxies which are removed 

us by hundred thousands of light years, are fundamenta 

unattainable because of our li.mi ted 

has conf'ined us to our small corner of the universe. ve 

need not resiga ourselves and meekly lay our· hands in o lap . 

The infinite universe is sufficiently small that i t rema ns 

accessibl~ to the personal abilities of each one of us , p to 

its outermost reaches; everything is attainable to Man • . " 

Eugen sanger 
VII International Astronaut ca.l Congress 
Rome, Italy 1956 
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INTERSTELLAR PROPULSION-A POSSIBLE FUTURE DERIVATIV 
OF AIR- BREATHING TECHNOLOGY 

H. D. Froning, Jr. 
l1cDonnell Douglas Corporo.tion 

Santa Monica, Califor .. ia. 

Abstract 

In this paper a preliminary analysis is made as to 
the basic vehicle and tec~~ology requirements for 
relativistic interstellar craft which utilize 
their flight medium as a basic fuel or energy 
source. Because such concepts are analogous to 
air breathing (ramjet} propulsion, approximate 
equations for the flight performance of such ve
~icles rave been derived by utilization of clas
sical ramjet performance equations and the Special 
Law of Relat i vity . A scherratic representation of 
such an interstellar ramjet concept and its flow 
field regions are derived for the more generali zed 
case of relativistic flight. It is shown that as 
vehicle speeds begin to approach the propagating 
speed of e l ectromagnetic radiation, t~e passage 
within the vehicle system will slow down from t he 
s~ndpoint of a stationary observer while from the 
standpoint. of the moving vehicle, interstellar dis
tances external to the vehicle system will shrink 
with a corresponding increase i n the density of the 
interstellar medium. It is further sh~«n that 
these rela.tivis~ic effects ~y cause fuel and e ng
ine efficiency demands to diminish with increasing 
flight velocity, becoming the least at the higher 
speed, mid-flight portions of the longest journeys . 
This provides hope that the vehicle technology and 
assurance,that may be eventually developed by means 
of relatively short journeys within our solar sys
tem and to nearby star systems, would be adequate 
to permit t he co~~ident embarkation upon much more 
ambiti ous journeys to the further limits of the 
universe. 

Introduction 

Air-breathing propulsion systems are now operating 
over an ever increasing range of atmospheric flignt 
conditions with so~ postulated future SCRAMJET 
applications requir ing speeds above ~Ach 20 . How
ever, certain investigators have post~ted an even 
more bold application of ramjet- like propulsion -
Relativistic Interstellar Flight . 

It is rea l ized tr~t interstellar flight is certain
ly beyond current technology,and is not likely to 
be achieved Yithin this century nor probably Yith
in the l ifetime of any person at this gathering . 
Nevertheless, the characteristics of interstellar 
flight have already been considered by various in
vestigators during the past several decades. 
Moreover, certain of these investigati ons hzve r e 
vealed so~e encouraging prosp~cts for its attain
ment by means of interstellar propulsion concepts 
which are analogous to present day air-breathing 
propulsion systems . While such an application ~is 
certainly not of immediate concern at this time, 
it is of interest in achieving a greater pe~spec
tive of the ultimate potential of propulsion con
cepts which utilize their flight medium to gen
erate or augment their propulsive capabilities . 

The technical material contained in this paper is 
documented in Douglas Aircraft Company Technical 
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Pape:- ~ro . 47521 "Some 
Cons ~·- .::rations and Req 
Spo.c:. · .~light" (Unclassi 
HoweY : 1 this material 
vesti -~ions which wer 
thor' ~ company or any 
zation. Therefore, an 
paper mu.ct be consider 
and not necessarily th 
thor's company or of a 
organiza-cion . 

I. I nterstellar 

eliminary Propulsion System 
remcnts for Interstellar 

ied), September 1967(6) . 
is based upon personal in
not sponsored by the au

ther U. S. aeroapace organi
views expressed in this 

d to be those of the author 
official views of the au
other u.-s. aerospace 

light Possibilities 

Interstellar distances are usually specified in 
light years; the neare t star Alpha Centauri is, 
for example, 4 . 3 light yea rs-distant; t he distance 
to the centroid of our Milh-y 'rlay ~;alaxy is approxi
~tely 30,000 ligh~ ye rs; to the neighboring An
dromeda Nebula ~s appr ximately 750,000 light years . 
The current dimensions of t he entire physical uni
verse is esti~ted by ome to be 20 billions of 
light year s in extent. Because a space vehicle can 
~ly r elative to the ea h a t a speed no grea~r 
than the speed of ligh , it was once believed that 
the l ength of the huma lifetioc would limit the 
achievable range of ev the ultimate manned inter
stellar vehicle to a f w light decades, that is to a 
tiny portion of our Mi Way system that contains 
only the severel stars the more ~ediate vicin- · 
ity of our solar syste 

Hovever, investigators such as sanger h3.ve demon
strated that this 1 tion does no~ exist and 
that the normal life s n of the human inhabitant 
of such a vehicle is equate to traverse any con
ceivable astronomical istance, not only to the 
other galaxie s, but t the oute~oct limits of the 
cosmos . This re~rka' e fact is, of course, due to 
the f act that t~e law of classical Xevtonian mech
anics no longer apply o vehicles traveling at rela
tivistic ve locities. stead the laws oE Ein9t~in's 
Special I.a.w of Relati ty are valid. Sil.nger~lJ has 
applied the special to derive the more general 
flight mecr~nics expr sions for vehicles capable 
of relativistic ~ligh In particular, he ~s de -
rived the expresGions or the flight velocity and 
flight duration of in · rstella.r vehicles undergoing 
constant flight acce tion and deceleration in 
the space-time refere e system of the moving ve
hicle . 

For the conditi~n of 
celeration during the 
stella::- journey foll01 
deceleration during t , 
the expression for th 
tion can be written 

constant value of flight ac 
nitial half of any inter-
d by an equal value of flight 
final half of the journey, 

total vehi cle flight dura-

(1) 
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where : 

. 

journey duration in the space - time refer
ence system of an observer which is at 
rest with r espect to the vehicle (terres
trial space - time) - sec. 

S ~ journey distance in the space-time refer
ence systems of an observer which is at 
rest with r espect to the vehicle (terr es 
trial space- time) - em. 

V = vehicle speed in the space-time refer ence 
system of an observer which is a t r est 
with respect to t he moving vehicle (ter
restrial space-time) - em/sec . 

c pr opagating speed of electromagnetic radi
ation in the space -time reference system 
of a n observer which is a t rest with re
spect to the moving vehicle (terrestrial 
space -time) - em/sec . 

v 
e 

vehicl e flight acceleration in t he space
. time r eference system of the moving ve-
hicle (vehicle space- time) - cm/sec2 . 

Equation (1) has been used to determine t he influ
ence of inter stellar flight distance and vehicle 
f light accelerat ion upon the total i nter stellar 
flight duration as measUred by the actual physical 
aging of t he vehicle and its propulsion and pay
l oad systems (including any human occupants). 
These r elationshins are ca lculated for constant 
vehicl e flight a c;el eration (and decel eration) 
values of 0.1, 1.0, and 10 earth gravitie~and are 
shown in Fi gure 1. 

0< 
c. 100 
~ 
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~ 
~ 
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FLIGHT DISTANCE IN TERRESTRIAL SPACE !METERS I 

Figure 1 - Flight Duration in Vehicle Time 

It is seen that vehicle acce l erations of magnitude 
10-l earth gravity result in long flight durations 
for all uossib l e interstellar missions. However, 
for spac~.craft accelerations of !ll3.gnitude 1.0 earth 
gravity, astronomic distances to the nearest star , 
the center of our galB:x.-y and to the nearest spir:a,l 
galaxy. can be traversed i n vehicle times of ap
proximately 6, 20, and 25 years respect ively . 
This occurs despite the fact that such journeys 
will take approximately 6, 30,000, and 750,000 
years r especti vel y in the space- time reference of 
~ terrestrial observe~a~d i s due to the spatial 
and temporal dilations tba.t occur during the rela-
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tivistic flight portio 
tances of t he m!l.gnitud 
beli eve to be the pr es 
universe can be trave 
man's lif etime, as mea 
aging of the vehicle a 
is seen tr~t any life 
anti-gravity developme 
c le flight acceleratio 
10 earth ~vities, wo 
even these longest int 
no more then a r e curre 
i nterplanetary flight 

It must be emphasized 
upon the spec::a.l law o 
only for non-accel erat 
space •. Nevertheless, 
one must c onclude t hat 
rier to the exploratio 
dists.nce ,.,ithin 
n:sn' s lifetime. 
yet re~ins, to achiev 
that would be required 

II . I nterstel 

---~ ------ -

s of the journey. ~r~n dis -
of what so~e astrono~ers 

nt extent of the physical 
sed i n times less t han a 
ured by the actual physical 
d its crew . Furthermore, it 
upport cystem advances or 
ts which would permit vehi
s to ir.crea se to magnitude 

decrease the duration of 
rstel lar journeys, to val ues 
tly being considered for · 
ithin our s olar system. 

hat these trends are baaed 
relativity which is eY~ct 

ng flight in gravity f r ee 
f it is r ea sonably valid, 

her e ia no fundamental bar
of almost any conceivable 

sical universe wi t hin a 
, the enormous challenge 
the level of technology 

for such exploration. 

The interstellar fligh potential of propulsion 
systems, which r ely en irely upon the energy that 
resides within terrest ial fuels carried 0~-bcard 
th~ vehicle, have bee~ considered by various in- • 
vestigators. Ackerett ) r~s shovn that a t tai nable 
flight velocity of sue. a propulsion stage would be 
l imited to values on t order of 10- 1 of the speed 
of light for even the · ost energetic thermonuclear 
rea ctions. Shepherd(3 has further sh~Jn t~At the 
acceleration of such v nicles would be limited to 
the order of lo-3 or e h gravity a cceleration, 
and the result~ng f lig t i mes to the nearest stars 
would be hundreds of y rs. Sanger( l ) rAs deter
mined the maximum perf , ~ nee that is achi evable by 
such a ~repulsion stee , assuming total radiativP. 
decomposition or matte and no the~l radiation 
loss transverse to the elocity vector. For this 
condition, flight acce erations of magnitude 1 .0 
earth gravity are achi ed, and, therefore, reason
ably short i nterstella flight durat ions r e sult . 
However, enormous vehi le growth f actor s of magni
tude 109 to 1ol2 a r e r qui red f or t ypical galactic 
and intergalactic jouz eys. As such, it has been 
concluded that propuls on systems, which rely sol ely 
upon t he energy that r s i des with on-board terres 
t r ial fuels, r equi re e ther excessively large inter 
stel lar flight duratio ,s or excessively large growth 
factors. 

For the reason thnt P' e r ocket propulsion systems 
(which r~ly entirel y u on the en~rgy t hat resides 
within on-board terres rial ~tter ) appear unac 
ceptable for inye tstel r flight, investi gators 
such as Bussard(5J hev been led to consider inter- · 
stellar propulsion con epts which can extract, not 
only the energy tP~t r sides within our own terres
'cria l matter, but also that energy th:n. r esides 
with the tenuous but st celestial matter of inter
stellar space itself. Such concepts are ana l ogous 
to ramjet propulsion s steJ:I:.S in t hat they vould 
utilize th~ir flight m dium t o augreent the fue l 
supply ca rried on-boa. the vehicle. Furthermore, 
it will be shown that der certain conditions the 
f l o-,r field. about an in e rstellar ramjet ths.t is 
traversing an interste lar reedium is equival ent to 
that of a ramjet trave sing the earth's atmospf.er e. 
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I t is impossible to identify the most promising 
celestial f ue l source for an interstellar r amjet at 
t his time since the matter and energy distributions 
within the fabric of interstellar space is not yet 
adeqwtely tmderstood . However, astrophyoical re
search by(investigators such aa Crt, Pavsey and 
Bracewell 4) indicate that neutral hydrogen atoms 
constitute a major portion of knovn celestial mat
ter. A mean neutral hydrogen density of the order 
of 1 atom/cc3 and density variations about this 
value of the order of at least 1o2 to 103 are ex
pected vi thin our Milky "la y e;ala""Y. Ionized hyd:::-o
gen constitutes a lesser portion of celestial mat
t er, but does exist in a gr eat many regions of ap
preciable size, especially in the vicinity of t he 
hotter (type 0 and B) stars. Theref ore, neut ral 
and i onized hydrogen atoms are probabl y t he most 
promising interstellar fuel sources that can be 
visualized at this time. 

Electric and magnetic fields also exist throughout 
t he interstellar medium. Therefore, a potential 
interaction vill exist between these fiel ds and 
those generated a~d propagated by the moving vehicl e 
system. The nature of· this interaction woul.d be 
expected to influence : (a) the magnitude of inter-

. stellar material that is affected and ingested by 
the vehicle system, (b) the intensity of the com
bustion reaction and the magnitude of the mass flcv 
mo~ntum increase occurring vithin the vehicle sys
t em in the form of thrust, and (c) the magnitude of 
the mass flov momentum decrease occurring external 
to t he vehicle system in the form of aerodynamic 
and magnetohydrodynamic drag. 

~~nkind's present knowledge of propulsive processes 
and plasma physics is probably inadequate for even 
gross .predictions of the actual p~opulsion process
es that may someday be utilized for interstellar 
ramjet flight . Nevertheless~ ~ertain processes 
have been eY~ned . Bussard\5J has considered 
f usion reactions (nucleon rearrangements) that 
could occur within t he interstellar hydrogen that 
is ingested by the vehicle . These reactions would 
accelerate the "un-burned" interstellar mterial 
to high exit velocity and is probably one of the 
most powerful interstellar combustion processes 
that can be envisioned at this time . 

No attempt vill be made t o postulate the character
i stics of an interstellar r amjet at this time. Rev
ever, the propuision process proposed by Bussar d in 
Reference 5 can be considered for the pu_~ose of 
visualizing the magnitude of the required vehicle 
technology development . It nas been shown that for 
this particular propulsion process and for the ex
pected hydrogen density within our galaxy, ratios 
of vehicle inlet area to vehicle total weight of 
from 5 to 5,000 square miles per ton could be r e 
quired for adequate flight acceleration. Tnis 
would r equire a vehicle of very low average density . 
Such a tenuous vehicle could include a relat ively 
dense nucleus but a major portion of its fabric m3y 
have to be composed of intense magnetic fields -
rather t han rigid structures. Such fields vould 
have to contain and control the propulsion proces
ses and provide payl oad protection by.deflecting 

. oncoming interstellar =teria l (•:hich at high speeds 
could be impacting at cosmic ray energies). F'~
thermore, these fields must not induce excessive 
momentum decr ease (magnetohydrodynamic drag) in the 
region of inter stellar space external to the vehi
cle system. 

4 

Enormous technica.l o.d nce5 will surely be requi r• 
ed in order to evolve an interstellar technology. 
However, certain curr nt scientific research may be 
applicable to the eve tual achievem~nt of such a 
g=l. One eY.ample co ld be achievem~nt of the cur
rent goc.l o1: contro'll d rus:ton po\ler by means of 
plasma containment by magnetic techniques . Such 
techniques could poss bly be applied to t he control 
of similar fusion pro esses which could conceivably 
be associated with in erstellar co~bustion. hDother 
example could be, ad nces in superconductivity re
search which may pe t the evolutio~ of super
conducting magnets vi h extremely int ense magnetic 
fields. Such fields ould conceivably permit the 
control and contai~~ t of interstellar propulsi on 
processes by means of a very tenuous vehicle struc
ture . 

III. Interat llar R:l.m.iet Flo;r Field 

The configuration of 
flow r egions cannot b 
However, a schematic 
shed. Figure 2 sho1fS 
tion as \fould be view 
in a space- time refer 
of en earth-bound obs 
ence will be defined 
·to the moving (on- com 
ferred to as "terrest 
time reference system 
the space- time refere 
to the moving vehicle 
as "vehicle space - tim 
t hat since the outer 
tem may not necessari 
they are s imply defin 
region in 1-rhich the v 
are occurrir..g . 

V • VEHICLE VELOCITY 

Aoe • f~M'E2~ g~~m~RRI~t0iO 
BE II.'CESTEO BY VEHICLE 

Aj • AREA OF VEHICLE INLET 

Figure 2 - Flow Fie 

n interstellar ramjet and i\s 
postulated at this time . 

epresentation can be establi
such a sche~tic representa-

by a hypot~etical obse~er 
ce system i dentical to that 

er . This space-time refer 
s being at r est with r espect 

) vehicle and vill be re
al space -time ." This space

should not be confused with 
e system which is attached 
nd. 1Thich w:!.ll be refe:::-reu to 

It should also be noted 
undaries of the vehicle sys 
consist of rigid structures, 
as the perimeter of the 

icle propulsive processes 

in Terrestrial Space-Time 

External to t he vehic 
space which has alrea 
elect~ic-=g::etic dist 
moving vehicle. For t 
representation, these 
propagcting spherical 
shown is the undis"turb 
space which includes a 
interstellar material 
captured and ingested 

is the region of interstellar 
been affected by any gravity
~bances propag~ted by the 
e purpose of this sche~tic 
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d region of interstellar 
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positive magnetohydrodynamic coupling is establish
ed between the electric and magnetic fields of the 
vehi cle system and those of the interstellar medi 
um, the ratio of the craGs sectional area or this 
element of mate~ial (Ace) to that of the vehicle 
inlet (Aie) could conceivably be greater than unity. 
If a negative coupling is established, this ratio 
could conceivably be less than unity. 

A space-time reference which measures spat ial and 
temporal quantities from the standpoint of the mov
ing vehicle system (in vehicle space- time) is the 
most meaningful refe~ence from the standpoint of the 
vehicle itself and its propulsive processes . At low 
flight speeds this space-time reference is equiva
lent to''the sp..<tce -time reference of a stationary 
observer, the only difference being that the vehicle 
appears stationary and the undisturbed interstellar 
medium is moving with respect to the vehicle . How
ever, the vehicle and its flow field characteristics 
will not be equivalent in both space- time reference 
systems at relativistic vehicle speeds. 

Figure 3 shows the representation of the vehicle 
system and flow field of Figure 2 as would be ob
served in the space- time reference system of an ob
server moving alongside a vehicle thet is traveling 
at r elativistic speed . Again it is emphasized that 
the vehicle a nd f low field representation is only 
schematic and not intended to imply in any way the 
expected geometry of an interstellar ramjet or of 
its associated flow field . 

TYPICAL El!MENT Of 
UNDI SlUR BED INTER
STELLAR MATERIAL 
10 8£ CAPTURED AND 
I~CESTED BY VEHICU 
SYSTEM 

10 • £LErtENT DIMENSION AS M[A-
5~mv1k STATIONARY 

t ·VEHICLE DIMENSIO~ AS MEA
SURED BV SIATIONARV 
OBSERVER 

Figure 3 - Flow Fiel d in Vehicle Space-Time 

I t is seen that all dimensions of the vehicle sys 
tem that have a component in the vehicle flight 
direction will be subject to relativistic dilation 
and will appear longer from the standpoint of a 
moving obse~rer t han from the standpoint of a 
stationary observer . On the other hand, all di
mensions of the disturbance fronts ~P~t propagate 
from the vehicle and have a component in the ve 
hicle flight direction will be shorter from the~ 
standpoint of a moving observer than from the . 
standpoint of a stationary observer . l~the~ore, 
all dimensions of the given element of ~~disturbed 
interstellar material (that is yet to be affected 
and ingested by the vehicle system) that P~ve a 
component in the vehicle ~light direction vill be 
shorter from the standpoint of the moving vehicle 
system and its propulsive processes . 

5 

This element of inters ellar material will there
. fore appear more dense from the otnndpoint of the 
vehicle system and ito propulsive processes than 
from the standpoint o a stationary obcerver. 

For the case of non- re tiviotic ramjet flight, the 
undisturbed flight me um can be considered to be of 
uniform density and m ing with a uniform velocity 
vith respect to the ve icl e system. For the more 
general case of relati istic ramjet flight, the un
disturbed flight medi cannot be considered to be 
of uniform density and moving with a uniform velo
c ity with respect to t e vehicle system. Tnis is 
because each sub-eleme t within a given element of 
interstellar material· that is to be ingested by 
the vehicle system) ma have a different velocity 
component in the vehic e flight direction (and 
hence relativistic dil tion) vith r espect to the 
particul&r locality wi hin the vehicle system in 
which its particular p opulsion processes will 
occur. Therefore, ~or the more generalized case o~· 
relativistic ramjet fl ght, the vehicle and vehicle 
flow field geometry an ki nematics are more complex 
than for classical (no -relativistic) ramjet flight. 

rl. Interste , r P.a.m.jet Per~orr:3.nce 

It has been sho>m that 
r elativistic ramjet fl 
field model is not val 
formance expressions a 
eve r, one ~y consider 
t he c~oss sec~ional ar 
disturbed interstellar 
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tem) is approximately 
inlet. For this speci 
city and free stre~m 
of this free s~ream ca 
rnately the s~ fro~ t 
system and the initial 
fore, it may be possibl 
the free stream veloci 
steliar medium can be 
~iform with respect t 
classical ramjet perfo 
pected to be approxima 
stic flight speeds . 

Therefore, for. this sp 
acceleration (Ve) of a 
cle space-time can be 
sical r~jet perforoca 

where: 

for the more general case of 
ght the classical ramjet f low 
d, and the classic ramjet per
e,therefore,not exact. How
the le&s gene~al case wherein 
a of the stre~m tube of un
material (which is to be sub
ingested by the vehicle sys
qual to that of the vehicle 
1 case, the ~ree stream velo
ensity of every sub-ele~en~ 
be considerea ~o be approxi

e sta~dpoint o~ the vehicle 
pr~pulsive processes. Tnere
that for this special case, 

y and density of the inter
onsidered to be approximately 
the vehicle system, and the 

nee equations can be ex
ely valid, even at relativi-

cial case, the flight vehic l e 
ramjet- like vehicl e in vehi
itten in terms of the clas

e expression: 

(2) 

ae = vehicle angle f attack, in vahicle space
time 

angle between 
grevity accele 
space- time 

vehicle thrust 
time - define 
tum i:-~crease 
within the veh 

ehicle velocity vector and 
tion vector, in vehicl e 

coefficient in vehicle space
as the net mass flow momen
th respect to time occurring 
c l e boundaries divided by: 
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c vehicle drag coefficient in vehicle spece
t~e· - defined as the net mass flow u.omen
tum decrease with respect to time, occur
ring outGide the vehic le boundaries divi
ded by : PoeVSeAie/2 

,.This nass flow momentum decrease includes 
both aerodynamic and magneto hydrodynamic 
flow resistance. 

Aie = frontsl area of the vehicle engine inlet, 
in vehicle space - emF 

Me ~ veh~cle ~ss, in vehicle space -time - gm 

gravity acceleration at ~osition of craft, 
in vehicle space-time cm/sec2 

the oncoming (free stream) velocity of the 
captured interstellar matter (prior to be
ins disturbed by the vehicle syatec) in 
vehicle space -time - em/sec 

the average (free stream) density of the 
captured interstellar matter (prior to be
i ng disturbed by the vehicle system) in 
vehicle space-time - gm/cm3 

for the special case of r ect ilinear f light, with 
ae = 0 and Oe = 900: 

V e = CT · c0 Poe oe se · ( ·) v2 A . 
e e 2 Me 

(3) 

i f 1 in the space-time reference system which is at 
rest with respect to the moving vehicle (terrestri
al space-t~), the vehicle flight velocity (V) i s 
large in comparison with the avera.ge drift velocity 
(Vn) of t he undisturbed interstellar ~terial: 

V ~ voe 

and t herefore Equation (3) can be approximately 
written: 

(4) 

From the Special Lav.of Relativity, the ratio c: 
the length (l ) of a given element of material in 
vehicle space~ime to its length {l 0 ) in the space
time reference of an observer which is at rest with 
respect to the moving vehicle (terrestrial space
time) can be approximately expressed as: 

For a given mass and cross sectional area, the 
ratio of the density of this given element of ~

terial in venicle space-t~ (Poe) to its density 
in terrestrial space- time (p0 ) is inversely pro
portional to its l ength ratio. ~nerefore: 

6 

(6) 

and Equo:cion (4) can ba approximately written : 

. r.( A· J 
ve = ~~Te . Coe) .M: 

Thrust coefficient (Ore 
the ramjet propulsion 
"equival ence ratio", "c 
"specific impulse", by 

(7) 

can be defined in terms of 
rameters: "capture ratio", 
mbuction efficiency", and 
he classical relationshi p: 

CT 
e 

2ge (
Aoe x ER

8 
x N. . x I ) 

ce . se = Aie 
(8) . v 

where: 

Aoe 
"cap'.;ure ratio" - the ratio of the cross 

Aie = sectional area f the free etreo.m tube of 
captured inters ellar material to the area 
of the engine i let, in vehicle s~ce-tima . 
(H~Never, it is recembe~ed that ~or the 
purpose of this special case t his ratio is 
assumed to be a proxioately 1 .0) . 

Ise 

"equivalence ra io" - the ratio of the to
tal engine mass flow involved in the com
bustion interac ion to that o~ the captured 
free streao, in vehicle space-time. (If 
the i ncoming in erstellar ~terial is the 
predominant fue source, this ratio approa
ches unity. If the on-board terrestrial 
matter i s the p edominant f~el source, this 
ratio can be m than unity . 

mass flow that 
combustion res.c 
flow passing t 
vehicle space- t 

"s:;>ecific imp 
ure:ne::1t of eng 
hicle space-t· 
could be expec 
exceed 3 x 10l 
speed of elect 

ciency" - the ratio of fuel 
s actually involved in the 
ion to the total fuel mas.s 

engine system in 

as inferred fron ceas
e exhaust velocity, in ve-

- em/sec . Vclues of Ise 
d to approach but never 
em/sec (the propagati ng 
magnetic radiation). 

The product of Aoe/Aie' 
ed to be a direct ~eas 
efficiency. If this v 
paraceter is defined a 
written: 

e~~ceXIse can be consider
e of the vehicle propulsive 
cle propulsive efficiency 

( i'e), Equa.tion(8)can be 

or 

v 
2ge 

From initial inzpectio 
that the f irst and mos 

of Equat ion (lO) it is seen . 
obvious flight criteria that 
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must be satisfied is that the ratio of vehicle drag 
coefficient to vehicle pr opulsive efficiency must 
be maintained at a value l ess t han 2ge/V in order 
that vehicle acceleration is, indeed, achieved dur
ing the initial accelerating portion of the journey. 
Therefo;;-e, as vehicle velocity increases from lov 
(sub-optic) values to large (near -optic) values, it 
is increasingly important that any mag3ctic and 
electric fields generated for the purposes of mass 
flow momentum increase within the vehicle botmdarics 
(thrust) do not result in a large corre::;ponding Jl\S.::JS 

flow decrease outside the vehicle boundaries (drug) . 
V CDc 

The quantity l- 2t;e fi C{<n be considcl·ed to be a 
measure of the vehicle flight efficiency . If the 
vehicle drag coeffici ent (due to aerodynamic and/or 
magneto hydrodynamic flo'w" resistance) can be made 
to appr oach zero. CDefYe can also be made to ap
proach zero and the value of this vehicle flight ef
ficiency pa:..·ameter vrill approach 1.0. As CDefYe 
approaches 2ge/V (the value at which vehicle ac 
celeration must approach zero) the value of this 
vehicl e flight efficiency parameter appr oaches zero . 
I f this vehicl e propulsi ve efficiency parameter is 
defined as Ve, Equation(lO)can be written as: 

(ll) 

The quantity (Aie/Me) can be considered to be a 
measure of the average density of the vehicle r eg
ion (wherein all propulsi ve processes are taking 
place) . As such, it can be considered to be a 
measure of the vehicle struct ural efficiency . I f 
this vehicle struct ural effic iency parameter is de 
fined as qe, Eqtllltion( ll)ca n be wri tten: 

(12) 

The left r~nd bracket of Equation(12)represents the 
portion of vehicle perforwance that is influenced 
by vehicle propulsive efficiency, vehicle flight 
efficiency and vehicle structural efficiency. It 
i s, therefore,that portion that is influenced by ve 
hicle technology over which the nesigner bas some 
degree of control. The right hand bracket repre
sents t hat portion of vehicle performance which is 
influenced by the fuel or energy density that exists 
within interstellar space, (p0 ).and by the funda 
mental behavior of time and space . It is,therefore, 
that portion over vrhich the designer has no degree 
of control. 

It should be remembered, however, that these expres
sions are based upon the Special la'w" of Relativity 
which is exact only for non-accelerating flight in 
gravity free space end non-rigorous assumptions as 
to the vehicle flow field. There~ore, they are use
ful only for the identification of vehicle flight 
performance trends, not for the computation of pre
cise data. . 

V . Veh:!.c~e TecbnoJ.ogy Req,uire=nto 

I f o~e ~kes the bold assumption that ~n will 
someday evolve interstellar vehicle e~tems capable 
of relativistic flight one ~tlSt also assum~ that 
they can be evolved by means of a logical aeries of 
developments over a terrestrial time period that is 
meani ngful with respect to t he l ifetime of a techni-

cal earth bound civi 
include analysis and 
laboratories, test f 
end finally, test fl 
~ between earth an 
EO'w"ever, a critical 
yet remains if man d 
longer interstellar 
of our galaxy and to 
the universe itself. 
fact that, although 
journeys can pocsibl 
!"rom the standpoint 
on-board syctemo, :JU 

tively long in terms 
hence for the acquis 
earth bound technica 

Therefore, for a tru 
technology to be evo 
restrial time span, 
ing criteria must be 
test flights which c 
sonably short inte 
in Otlr solar systerr~ 
confidence to embar 
journeys to t he most 
test flights that c 
sonable short intc 
tween earth and the 
provide the necessa 
much more ambitious 

However, these sho 
not explore the big 
ment that would be 
portion of longer . j 
·of the univ-erse . N 
inters~ellar (fuel ) 
tered throughout th 
to have the necessa 
longer jour~eys, th 
the vehicle perfo 
fuel demands will b 
and l onger distance 
longer interstellar 
interest 
this may occur , 

Vehi cle performance 
ing any interstella 
terms of the produc 
ficiency, vehicle f 
tural efficiency a 
This can be shown b 
the form: 

It can be seen by i 
flight acceleration 
m.tely consta:1.t val 
hicle:propulsive ef 
s-'::-ructural efficien 
diminish with incre 
t.he least e.t the ni 
stella~ journey (wh 
vistic space- time d 

The journey mid- po 

7 . 

ization . This would provao~y 
ground tes~s wlthin planetarJ 
ights within our solar system 
ghts within the aerozpace vol-
the nearest ster syste~~ . 

undamcntal technoloey problem 
sires to then e~bark upon 
ourncy::; to the further reaches 
the even further reaches or 
This problem io due to the 

he lonp,cnt of int~rotelJAr 
be n~de caLiornetori ly ::hort 

f the vchtclc ! LI;eli' nnd itc 
h .Journcyr; wo tt"Ld be prohibi
of elapccd ear~h time and 
tion of the flight cute. by 
personnel. 

y significant inter~tellar 
ved vithin a meaningful ter-
t would appear the tvo follo'w"
met: (1) laboratory tests and 
n be accomplished within rea
ls of elapsed earth-time wit h
must provide the necessary 
upon the much more a~bitious 
nearby star systems,and (2) 
oe acco~plished within rea

ls of elapsed earth-time be
ost nearby star systems mtlS·t 
confidence to embark upon the 

journeys to the 
of the universe . 

r and lower speed journeys can
r relativistic speed envir on
sociated with the mid- flight 

eys to the further reaches 
will they provide data upon 

ens:.ties -chat '•ill be encoun
e longer journeys . There~ore, 
confide~ce to embark on these 

e must be so~ assurance that 
ce demands and/or celestial 
much less at the higher speeis 
which wo~d be associa~e~ with 
lights . ' It is therefore of 
if there is any hope ~hat 

nd celestia l fuel demands dur
journey can be expressed in 
of: vehicle propulsive ef

ight efficiency, vehicle struc 
d interstellar fuel density~ 

rearranging Equation(12)into 

I fY)21·Y>1 ·1 p0 V 1 ·\c (13) 

spection that i~ the vehicle 
is ~intained at an approxi-
e, the required proiuct of ve
iciency x flight efficiency x 
y x ce l estial fuel density will 
zing flight velocity, becoming 
-flight po~ions of any inter
re fligh~ velocity and relati
lation is greatest). 

t must be considered to be one 
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of the more critical portions of any interstellar 
journey, especially for longer flights between 
galactic systems. For these flights, the j ourney 
mid-point vill occur between the :two systems in a. 
region where the eA~cted interstellar densi ty 
would tend to be the least,and where uncertainty in 
the expected vehicle efficiencies and interstellar 
dens ity would tend to be the greatest . 

Vehicle performance and celestial fuel demands at 
the journey mid-point can be related to the total 
journey distance for flight profiles which consist 
of a constant val ue of vehicle acceleration during 
the initial hall of the journey folloved by an equal 
value of deceleration during the fine.l hall. This 
ca n be accomplished by utilizi ng the folloving ex
pressi on froc Reference l for the ~ximum ve locity 
(V/C)max. vhich occurs . ~~ the journey mid-point. 

tanh { cosh·1 (1 + :~25)] (14) 

From Equations(l3 )and(l4),one can c~.I:te the vehi
c l e efficiency and celestial fuel demands tr~t will 
exist at the journey mid-point as a function of 
total journey distance. Figure 4 shows such a com
putation for t he three l evel s of flight acceleration 
and ·dece leration (0.1, 1.0, and 10 earth gravi ties) 
considered in Figure 1. These demands are no~li
zed by comparing them with those t hat will exist at 

. the journey start . which, for the purpose of this 
example, i s assumed t o occur at a ramjet take-over 
speed of (V/C) c 10- 5 (3,000 meters/sec) . 
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Figure 4 - Vehicle and Fuel · Demands 

It is seen t hat the vehicle e~ficiency and celes
tial fuel demands at t~e journey mid-point will de
c rease with increacing journey distance, becoming 
t he least for the l ongest journeys (where relati
vistic flight velocity and space-time dilation is 
greatest). It is seen th~t they will decre~se even 
more during higher acceleration- shorter duratio~ 
journeys (where relativistic f light velocity and' 
space-time dilation at o.;:·.\.! mid-point of a given 
interstellar journey will be even greater ) . This 
provides some hope t hat a chievement and demonstra
tion of a satisfactory margin of vehicle perfor
mance and celestial fuel suppl y during relatively 
short and l ow speed jcu_~eys within our solar sys
tem and to t he most nearby star systems, could pro-

8 

vide the necessary con 
quate i!Or e;ins could be 
longer journeys to the 
reaches of the univers 

VI. 

dence that even more ade 
chievable during subsequent 
urther and more unknown 

I t would certainly be st prcrm.ture to conclude 
from the precedine; disc ssion tr~t inte rstellar 
flight will be a fu:cur technological ac complish
ment. Such a conclusi must await a much more. 
r igorous and comprehen ve analysis and a much 
greater technical unde tanding of the many complex 
r amifications of inter ellar flight. Nevertheless, 
it is believed that it r ovides at l east some en
couragement as to the _ ospects for its eventual 
attainment. In partie r it has been concluded 
that : 

o There is the dist 
lativistic veloci 
can traverse al.mo 
to the very outer; 
within the lifet 
a vehicle. HO"Itev 
marily upon the e 
board terrestrial 
complish such re 

o Ramjet- like prop 
t ract t he predomi 
from the tenuous 
stel lar ~tter t 
sho>T t he onl y pro 
tivistic interste 
may not resemble 

' trial re.Jlljet era 
current technolo 
not necessarily f 
cal capabilities 

ct possibility that at re 
es, an interstellar vehicle 
any conceivable distance -

st limi~s of the universe -
of the inhabitants of such 

, vehicles whicq rely pri
r~J that r esides within on
tter appear unable to ac 

~ivistic flight. 

ion concepts, lvhich ·can ex
nt portion of their energy 
t enormous volume of inter-
resides wi thin cosmic space, 

se for accomplishing rela-
1 r flight. Such vehicles 
esently envisioned t erres 
in any way and are beyond 

However, such vehicles are 
ever beyond the t echnologi

f m9.n. 

o One of the most c itical interstellar ramjet 
.f l ight regions~ occur at the mid- flight por
tions of lon3er j urneys vlhere interstellar 
(fuel) density wi 1 tend to be the least,and 
·uncertainties in he expected vehicle effic 
iency and interet llar density will tend to be 
the greatest. H ever, for such vehicles, re
lativistic effect tend to cause fuel demands 
and vehicle effie ency demands to diminish 
with increasing f igh;c velocity becoming the 
least at the high r speed, midflight portions 
of the longest jo eys. 

o This provides hop 
surance that 'f!!2;y 
reasonably short 
means of r easonab 
solar system and 
be adequate to pe 
upon much more 
ther limits of 

From ~hese conclusions 
nature, through the e· 
and space, is providin 
possibility of interst 
ramjet-like vehicles, 
as well. It i s theref 
couraging prospects c, 
entist a nd engineer of 
terstellar f l ight as a 
of air-breathing tee: 

that t he technology and a s
omeday be developed over a 
errestrial time span by 
y short journeys within our 
o nearby star systems, would 
it the confident embarkation 

itious journeys to the fur-
uni verse. 

one could almost imply that 
raordine.ry bebevior of time 
not only the theoretica l 

llar flight, but also, for 
he technological possibility 
re bel ieved that these en
llenge the propulsion sc i 
the future to consider in
possible fut ure derivative 
logy. 
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70 

Kite with flashlight batteries and bulb attached were retrieved 
by law enforcement authorities in the Moline, Illinois area after a 
r a sh of sightings had been reported in the area by numerous local 
citizens. 
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LIGlfl'S IN THE SKY (NIGHT) 

l. Stationary for I/2 hour or more: no sound (STAR) 

2. Red-green-white flashing, steady course: sound or no sound (HIGH 
AIRPLANE) 

3. Swift-moving, straight or slightly curved path, less than 10 seconds. 
May hear rumble. (METEOR) 

4. Starlike, bluish-white or white, silent, steady course, curved course, 
erratic side-to-side jumps. May disappear suddenly or goes in earth 
shadow. (SATELLITE) 

5. Bright starlike moving light or cluster of lights; most white, plus red 
and green, bright lights turning off and on, approach and departure of 
smaller lights (all colors). White ---- orange when low in sky. Speed 
and uniformity of motion of satellite, but sometimes changes in direction; 
follow-the-leader pattern. Not fast. Durations 10-30 minutes, may 
repeat pattern. No sound. (NIGHT REFUELING MISSION) 

6. Oval object, glowing, swooping or stationary or circling, single or 
multiple, at least 0.5 cloud cover, long duration (hours or more), all 
same size. Sometimes overlap or "pass behind or in front". Can 
disappear or appear suddenly. No sound. Evening hours (to midnight or 
so). No markings. All same color (SEARCHLIGHTS) 

7. Very bright, single or double, may hover, then move to either side: 
oftenno sound, may turn off suddenly. (AIRCRAFT LANDING LIGHTS) 

8. Small brilliant disc in sky, morning or evening twilight. Stationary 
or very slowly moving; gradually turning from white to red (evenings) or 
red to white (mornings). May seem to dart side-to-side, up-and-down, 
but average position constant. (BALLOON) 

9. Low over horizon; flashing red-green, long duration (30 minutes to 4 
hours) average position slowly changes (rising or setting). Distorted 
blob in binoculars. May seem to dart briefly in various directions. (STAR) 

• 
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1 . Multiply observed object seen in detail having characteristics of 
appearance or behavior that do not match any known ob ject. 

2. One-observer case, similar to above. 

2a. Any other multiple observer case. 

3. Object well observed but at a distance, or else small in size; outline 
visible but no detail; behavior not consistent with normal expectations. 

4. Distant or small object poorly observed, no details , only the apparent 
behavior is striking. 

5. Poorly observed object, behavior not unusual. 

6. Rumor. 
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DAYLIGHT OBSERVATIONS 

1. Teardrop or tadpole (verticle, big end up), or circular. White in color, 
perhaps dangling line visible, or smaller object below; drifting slowly 
(surface wi nd irrel evant) . 

2. Cigar or saucer-shape silhouette: hovering or moving : distant or small 
(no sound). 

3. Lens-shaped l·rhite object, pointed at ends, fuzzy or sharp outline, 
stationary or moving slo•rly. 

4. Rainbow- colored patches of light, usually rectangular and small. 

5. Round white disc, sharp edges, just over cloud layer below airplane 
(seen from airpl ane) . Paces airplane. May appear to go into and out 
of clouds. 
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RECOMME:NDED BOOKS ON ASTRONOMY AND THE SPACE SCIENCES 

P re:pa red by the 

Public I nformation Office 
of the 

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 
60 Garden Street 

Cambridge, Massachusetts,02138 

It is extremely difficult to :prepare and maintain a 

truly up-to-date bibliography of space books. Sc i ence, espe

cially in the exploration of space, progresses so rapidly that 

no book can possibly include all the latest discoveries. For 

example, no book on astronomy listed here wil l tell you that 

Saturn has 10 moons. Janus, the tenth and smallest satellit e 

of Satuffit was only discovered in January 1967 • 

It is also difficult to prepare any bibliography without 

making some inadvertent errors or omissions. To those readers-

and authors--who feel slighted by our listings, we apologize. 

There are literally hundreds of good books on space, and we have 

merely attempted to suggest a small, representative seJnple. 

We have tried to give the price of all suggested books; 

however, some of those titles without prices are now out of 

print and available only in library collections. Students 

may find also that many expensive editions have now been issued 

in paperback. So, before ordering books from a publisher, check 

with your loca l librarian to see what is available. Your librarian 

will also be tne best source for the titles of new and revised 

space science books. 

James c. Cornell Jr. 
Public I nfo rmation Officer 
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An experimental re-entry vehicle in the Advanced Ballistic Re-entry 

Systems (ABRES) program was launched down the Air Force Western Test 

Range today at 1735 hours, Pacific Standard Time, using an Atlas F-ICBM 

booster from Vandenburg AFB, California. The Atlas- ABRES combination 

was launched by members of the 6595th Aerospace Test Wing. The Air 

Force Systems Command, Ballistic Systems Division, manages the ABRES 

program which is aimed at developing an even more effective re- entry 

vehicle for this nations ICBM deterent force. 

In the missile launch from Vandenburg AFB on the 17th of January an 

occurance called visual phenomena took place. This occurs when the 

missile launchings take place in the early evening or early morning 

hours . The missile upon leaving the lower altitudes and passing out 

of the earth's atmosphere leaves a bel l shaped shock wave. The 

sun shining on this shock wave creates unusual patterns in the sky. 

The Vandenburg PIO menti oned that persons were observing the above 

as far off as Salt Lake Utah and Flaggstaff,. Arizona. Ro
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The Physics and Metaphysics 
of Unidentified Flying Objects 

William Markowitz 
(Marquette U niversity) 

Reprinted from Science, September 15, 1967, Vol. 157, No. 3794, pages 1274-1279 
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OPERATIONS & TRAINING 

-----------UFO'S SERIOUS BUSINESS------------, 

Unidentified flying objects - sometimes treated lightly by the press and re
ferred to as "flying saucers" - must be rapidly and accurately identified as seri
ous USAF business in the ZI. As AFR 200-2 points out, the Air Force concern 
with these sightings is threefold: First of all, is the object a threat to the defense 
of the U.S. ? Secondly, does it contribute to technical or scientific knowledge? 
And then there's the inherent USAF responsibility to explain to the American 
people through public-information media what is going on in their skies. 

The phenonoma or actual objects comprising UFO' s will tend to increase, 
with the public more aware of goings on in space but still inclined to some appre
hension. Technical and defense considerations will continue to exist in this era. 

Published about three months ago, AFR 200-2 outlines necessary orderly, 
qualified reporting as well_ as public-information procedures. This is where the 
base should stand today, with practices judged at least satisfactory by commander 
and inspector: 

- Responsibility for handling UFO' s should rest with either intelli
gence, operations, the Provost Marshal or the Information 
Officer - in that order of preference, dictated by limits of 
the base organization; 

- A specific officer should be designated as responsible; 

- He should have experience in investigative techniques and also, 
if possible, scientific or technical background; 

- He should have authority to obtain the assistance of specialists on 
the base; 

-He should be equipped with binoculars, camera, Geiger counter, 
magnifying gl ass and have a source for containers in which 
to store samples. 

What is required is that every UFO sighting be investigated and r eported to 
the Air Technical Intelligence Center at Wright-Patterson AFB and that exp~ana
tion to the public be realistic and knowledgeable. Normally that explanation will 
be made only by the OSAF Information Office. It all adds up to part of the job of 
being experts in our own domain. 

ANNUAL PROFICIENCY CHECKS 

The pilot's annual proficiency check, performed 
under the provisions of AFR 60-2, is to l)e accom
plished during the period 120 to 180 days following 
his birthday. The initial phasing into this new time 
cycle is presenting a problem for some pilots whose 
annual check dates are due prior to the 120 - 180-
day period. There is a question as to whether new 
tests must be taken on the anniversa.Fy of the last 
proficiency check to continue validity of flying 

C
tatus, and again during the period 120 - 180 days 

I ter the next birthday. 

Headquarters USAF clarified this matter in a 
letter to all commands, "AFR 60-2 Annual Flying 
Examinations," dated 3 November1959 . The letter 
provides that the pilot's most recently completed 
proficiency check will be valid until 180 days after 
his next birthday, thus obviating the necessity for 
an additional examination. Mter the first profi
ciency check has been accomplished under the new 
time schedule,. the provisions of the cited regulation 
will continue to apply. 

"-..! 
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SUMMARY 

Number of Stations Participating in Various Programs 

# United States except Alaska and Hawaii .••.•....•..•... . .. .... 
Alaska ............ . ........... . . ................ ..... ..........•.... ..... 
Antarctic .. . ...... ....................... ~ .............................. . 

II Carribean Area ...................................................... . 
Hawaii.· .... ... .................. .... ...... . .................. : . .......... . 
Pacific Islands (not including Hawaii) ...••..••.......•......• . . 

.Cooperative and Special Project Stations 
United States except Alaska and Hawaii ................... . 
Bahamas ............................................. . .............. . 
Canada .. ...........•.. . ... . •........•...•.............. ...... ...•.•. . 
Caribbean Area .. ................................................. . 
Mexico .......................... . ....... ........................ . .. . 

+ Ocean .Stations . . . . .. . ............... . ........ . ............. . ..... . 
Pacific Islands .......... I ••• I I • • ••• • ••••••• • ••••• ••••••••••• • •• ••• 

South America ..... I •• •• •••••••••• • •••• • •••••••••••••••••••• • •••• • 

TOTALS .. . . ... . 

*Includes rawinsonde stations . 
#See additional stations listed under "Cooperative Stations". 
+Reports are supplemented by moving- ship programs. 

R:;twinsonde· 

69 
14 

2 
2 
2 
9 

4 
0 

14 
8 
7 
6 
4 
4 

145 

Winds Aloft* 

138 
14 

2 
3 
4 
9 

4 
1 

14 
8 

14 
6 
4 
4 

225 
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SUMMARY OF RAWINSONDE PROGRAM 

Number of stations 
equipped with 

SCR .WBRT GMD Other Total 
United States except Alaska # 
and Hawaii .... ... .. ... . ... . .. ... - 52 17 - 69 
Alaska . . ... ... .. ........... . ..... . - 14 - - 14 
Antarctic . . . .. . ... .. .. .. . .. .. . .... ·- - 2 - 2 

# Caribbean Area . ....•.... . .. . . - 1 1 - 2 
Hawaii . . ... .. ... .. ...... . .. . . ... . - - 2 - 2 
Pacific Islands (not in-

eluding Hawaii) ... . . · ~·· · · · - - 9 - 9 

CooEerative and SEecial 
Project Statio~s . . .... . ... .... . 

United States except 
Alaska and Hawaii. •.• . •. . - - 4 - 4 
Canada. . ... .. . . .. •. . .. . .... . . 7 1 6 - 14 
Caribbean Area . .... . .. •.. 7 - 1 - 8 
Mexico .. .. . . . .. .... .. .. . .. . . 4 - 3 - 7 
Ocean Stations . .. . .•...•.. - - - 6 6 
Pacific Islands . •.•. . •. .•. • - - 4 - 4 
South America . . •. . ..• .• .. 2 - 2 - 4 

TbTALS ......... 20 68 51 6 145 

*Stations observing on a non-scheduled basis. 
* *2- daily during the summer flying season. 

/#See additional stations listed under "Cooperative Stations" . 
+Reports: are supplemented·by moving-ship programs. 

No. of stations versus 
No. of observations daily 

1-dail}' 2-dail.y 4-daily 

- 67 2 
- 14 -
2** - -
- 2 -
- 2 -
6 3 -

1 1* 1 
- 14 -
1 7 -
3 ~ -
- 6 -
1 2* -
1 3 -

I 15 125 3 

Intermediate 
rawins 

2-daily. 

18 
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
6 
-
-

24 
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-
Lat itude Longitude Ty pe o f rawin- Lie vat ion Schedu led •od i o~o•1d<· 

(N) (W) sonde equip. for roab or rawinsondc observo- Schedu led w ind~ ·cd o ll 

Stati on purposes lions obsc•·vn t ions 
(gpm ) 0000 0600 1200 1800 0000 0600 1200 1800 

0 ' 0 ' GCT GCT GCT GCT GCT GCT GCT GCT 

ABILENE TEX 32 26 099 41 
RS 1 RS 1 

p p p p 

ABILENE UAU TEX 32 26 099 41 GMD 534 Rw 1 RW 1 

ALAMOSA COLO 37 27 105 52 p 

ALBANY NY 42 45 073 48 GMD 86 RS RS RW p RW p 

ALBUQUERQUE NME X 36 03 106 37 WBRT-R 1619 RS RS RW p RW p 

ALPENA MICH 45 05 083 34 p 

AMARILLO TEX 35 14 101 42 GMD 1095 RS RS ' RW RW RW RW 
AMUNDSEN SCOTT AARC 90 00 s GMD 2800 RS 2 RW 2 

ANCHORAGE A 61 10 149 58 WBRT 29 RS RS RW p RW p 

ANNETTE A 55 02 131 34 WBRT 37 RS RS RW p RW p 

ATHENS GA 33 57 083 19 WBRT 246 RS RS RW p RW p 

BARROW A 71 18 156 47 WBRT 8 RS RS RW p RW p 

BARTER ISLAND A 70 08 143 38 WBRT 15 RS RS RW RW 
BECKLEY w VA 37 47 081 07 p p 

BETHEL A 60 47 161 48 WBRT 39 RS RS RW p RW p 
BILLINGS MONT 45 48 lOB 32 p p 

BINGHAMTON NY 42 13 075 59 p p 

BIRMINGHAM ALA 33 34 086 45 p p 

BISHOP CAL 37 22 118 22 p 

BISMARCK NO 46 46 100 45 WBRT-R 5D5 qs RS RW p RW p 

BOISE ID 43 34 116 13 WBRT 868 RS RS RW p RW p 

BOOTHVI LLE LA 29 20 089 24 WBRT 3 RS RS RW RW 
BOSTON MASS 42 22 071 02 p p 

BROWNSVILLE TEX 25 54 097 26 WBRT 7 RS RS RW p RW p 

BUFFALO NY 42 56 078 44 GMD 218 RS RS RW p RW p 

BURLINGTON VT 44 28 073 09 p p 

BURNS ORE 43 35 118 57 p p p p 

BYRD AARC 80 01 s 119 31 GMD 1530 RS 2 RW 2 
CANTON IS PAC 02 43 s 171 43 GMD 4 RS RW p p 

CAPE HATTERAS NC 35 16 075 33 GMD 4 RS RS RW p RW p 

CARIBOU ME 46 52 068 01 WBRT-R 191 RS RS RW RW p 

CASPE R WYO 42 55 106 28 p p 

CHARLESTON sc 32 54 080 02 WBRT-R 13 RS RS RW p RW p 

CHEYHJNE WYO 41 09 104 49 p p 

CHRISTIANSTED VI 17 45 064 44 p p 

CINCINNATI OHIO 39 04 084 40 p p 

COLO BAY A 55 12 162 43 WBRT 30 RS RS RW p RW p 

COLUMBIA MD 38 58 092 22 WBRT-R 238 RS RS RW p RW p 
COLUMBUS OHIO 40 00 082 53 p p 

DAYTON OHIO 39 52 084 07 WBRT-R 297 RS RS RW RW RW RW 
DEL R 10 TEX 29 22 100 55 WBRT-R 314 RS RS RW RW RW RW 
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I 

l oog;;"d' ~rp• of ~w;o~ El•voHoo Latitude 
(N ) (W) sonde equ ip . far raab 

Station purposes 
(gpm) 

0 I 0 I 

DENVER COLO 39 46 104 53 WBRT 1611 DES MOINES IA 41 32 093 39 DODGE CITY KANS 37 46 099 58 WBRT 791 DULUTH MINN 46 50 092 11 
El PASO TEX 31 48 106 24 WBRT 119 3 ELY NEV 39 17 114 51 WBR T-R 1980 EUGENE ORE 44 01 123 13 EVANSV ILLE: INO 38 03 087 32 
FAIRBANKS A 64 49 147 52 ~JBRT 135 FARGO NO 46 54 091) 48 FLINT MICH 42 58 083 44 WBRT-R 234 FT WAYNE INO 41 00 085 12 FORT WORTH UAU TEX 32 46 097 25 WBRT-R 180 FRESNO CAL 36 46 119 43 GLASGOW MONT 48 1 3 106 37 WBRT 696 GOODLAND KANS 39 22 101 42 
GRANO JUNCTION COLO 39 07 108 32 WBRT-R 1474 GRE AT FALLS MONT 47 29 11 1 21 WBRT-R 1123 GREEN BAY WISC 44 29 088 08 WBRT 210 GREENSBORO NC 36 OS 079 57 WB RT 273 GREENVILL E sc 34 54 082 13 GUAM/TAGUAC PAC B 33 144 50 E GMD 111 HARRI SBURG PA 40 13 076 51 HARTFORD CONN 41 56 072 41 HAVRE MO NT 48 33 109 46 
HILO HAW 19 43 155 04 GMD 11 HONOLULU HAW 21 20 157 55 HUNTINGTON WVA 38 22 082 33 WBRT- R 246 HURON so 42 30 098 13 HURON MOBILE UAU so GMD 393 I NOt A NAPOLI S IND 39 44 086 17 
INTERNATIONAL FALLS MINN 48 34 093 23 WBRT 360 JACKSON MISS 32 20 090 13 WB RT- R 94 JACKSONVILLE FLA 30 25 081 39 GMD 5 J OHNSTON ISLAND PAC 16 44 169 31 GMO 3 KAHU LU I HAW 20 54 156 26 KING SA LMON A 58 41 156 3 9 WBRT 15 KNOXVILLE · TEN N 35 49 083 59 
KOROR WC I PAC 07 2 0 134 29 E GMD 30 KOTZEBUE A 66 52 162 38 WB RT 5 LAKE CHARLE S LA 30 07 093 13 WBRT 5 LANDER WYO 42 49 108 44 WBRT 1696 

2 

Scheduled radiosonde 
or raw insonde observe-
tions 

0000 0600 1200 1800 
GCT GCT GCT GCT 

RS RS 

RS RS 

RS RS 
RS RS 

RS RS 

RS RS 

RS RS 

RS RS 

RS RS 
RS RS 
RS RS 
RS RS 

RS RS 

RS RS 

RS RS 

RS 3 RS3 

RS RS 
RS RS 
RS RS 
RS RS 

RS RS 

RS 
RS RS 
RS RS 
RS RS 

Scheduled winds-
observat i e ns 

0000 0600 1200 
GCT GCT GCT 

RW RW RW 

RW p RW 
p 

RW p RW 
RW p RW 

p 
p 

RW p RW 
p 

RW p RW 
p 

RW RW RW 
p 

RW RW 
p 

RW p RW 
RW RW RW 
RW p RW 
RW p RW 

p 
RW p RW 

p 
p 

RW p RW 
p p p 

RW RW 

RW 3 Rw3 
p 

RW RW RW 
RW p RW 
RW p RW 
RW p RW 

p p 
RW RW 

p 
RW p 
RW RW 
RW p RW 
RW p RW 

a loft 

1800 
GCT 

RW 
p 
p 

p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 

RW 
p 
p 
p 
p 

RW 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 

p 
RW 

p 
p 
p 
p 

p 

p 
p 
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.-
Lo tit udu I on~ituclu l yp• 

(N) (W) •,Oil( 

Station 

0 0 

of IUW in- [lcvo t ion Schedu led rad iosonde 

h• t•qu ip. For roob or row insonde observo- Schedu led w inds-al oft 

purposes tions observations 

(gpm) 0000 0600 1200 1800 0000 0600 1200 1800 
GCT GCT GCT GCT GCT GCT GCT GCT 

LAS VEGAS NEV 36 0 5 11 5 10 WUR f 660 RS RS RW p RW p 

LEWISTON 10 46 23 117 01 p 

L !HUE HAW 21 59 159 2 1 GMO 36 RS RS RW p RW p 

LITTL E ROCK ARK 34 44 092 14 WBR T- R 7'/ RS RS RW p RW p 
LOUI SV I LLt: KY 38 11 0 85 44 p p 

MADISON WIS 43 08 089 20 p p 

MAJURO MARS HALL I S PAC 07 0~ 171 23 E GM D 0003 RS RW p 

MARQUETT E MICH 46 34 087 24 p 

MCGRATH A 62 58 1.55 37 WBRT 103 RS RS RW RW 
MEDFORD ORE 42 22 122 52 WBRT- R 401 RS RS RW p RW p 

MEMPHIS TENN 35 03 08'1 ~ 9 p p 

MIAMI FLA 25 48 080 16 WBRT 4 RS RS RW p RW p 

MIDLAND TEX 31 56 102 12 WB RT 874 RS RS RW p RW p 

MILFORD u 38 26 113 01 p 

MISSOULA MONT 46 55 114 05 p p 

MOBILE ALA 30 41 088 15 p p 

MOLINE ILL 41 27 090 3 1 p p 

MONTGOMERY ALA 32 18 086 24 WBRT-R 61 RS RS RW RW RW RW 
MUSKEGON MICH 43 10 086 14 p p 

NANTUCKET MASS 41 15 070 04 WBRT-R 14 RS RS RW p RW p 

NASHVILLE UAU TENN 36 15 086 34 Wl:lRT 180 RS RS RW RW RW RW 
NEW ORLEANS LA 29 59 090 15 p p 

NEW YORK NY 40 39 073 47 GMO 5 RS RS RW RW RW RW 
NOME A 64 30 165 2 6 Wl:lRT 7 RS RS RW. p RW p 

NORTH PLATTE NEBR 41 08 100 41 WBRT-R 848 RS RS RW p RW p 

OAKLAND CAL 37 44 122 12 GMD 6 RS RS R\~ RW RW RW 
OKLAHOMA CITY OKLA 35 24 097 36 WBRT 392 RS RS RW RW 
OMAHA N OMAHA UAU NEBR 41 22 096 01 WBRT 403 RS RS RW p RW p 

PENDLETON ORE 45 41 \18 51 p p 

PEORIA ILL 40 40 089 41 WBRT-R 200 RS RS RW RW RW RW 
PHILADELPHIA PA 3 9 5 3 075 15 p p 

PHOENIX ARIZ 33 26 112 01 p 
PITTSBURGH UAU PA 40 32 080 14 WBRT-R 361 RS RS RS RS RW RW RW RW 
POCATELLO ID 42 55 112 36 .· p p 

PONAPE ECI PAC 06 58 158 13 E GMD 39 RS RW p 

PORTLAND ME 43 39 0 70 19 WBRT 20 RS RS RW RW RW RW 
PUEBLO COLO 38 17 104 31 p p 

PUERTO CABEZAS N 14 00 083 24 p p 

RALEIGH NC 35 52 078 4 7 p p 

RAPID CITY so 44 03 103 04 WBRT 966 RS RS RW p RW p 

RATON NM E X 36 45 104 30 p 
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RED BLUFF 
RENO 
RICHMOND 
ROSWELL 
SACRAMENTO 
ST CLOUD 
ST LOUIS 
ST PAUL IS 
SALEM 

Station 

SALT LAKE CITY 
SAN ANTONIO 
SANDBERG 
SAN DIEGO 
SAN JUAN 
SAULT STE MARIE 
SHEMYA 

·sHERIDAN 
SHREVEPORT 
SIOUX CITY 
SPOKANE 
SPR INGFIELD 
SPRINGFIELD 
SWAN ISLAND 
SYRACUSE 
TALLAHASSEE 
TAMPA 
TATOOSH IS 
TOLE DO 
TOPEKA 
TRUK ECI 
TUCSON 
TULSA 
WACO 
WAKE ISLAND 
WALLOPS IS UAU 
WASHINGTON UAU 
WENDOVER 
WICHITA 
WILLIAMSPORT 
WI Lll STON 
WINNEMUCCA 
WINSLOW 

CAL 
NEV 
VA 
NME X 
CAL 
MINN 
MD 
A 
ORE 
u 
TEX 
CAL 
CAL 
PR 
MICH 
A 
WYO 
LA 
lA 
WASH 
ILL 
MD 
WI 
NY 
FLA 
FLA 
WASH 
OHIO 
KAN S 
PAC 
ARIZ 
OKLA 
TEX 
PAC 
VA 
DC 
u 
KANS 
PA 
NO 
NEV 
ARIZ 

Latitude 
(N ) 

0 I 

40 09 
39 30 
37 30 
33 24 
38 31 
45 35 
38 45 
57 09 
44 55 
40 .46 
29 3 2 
34 45 
32 49 
18 26 
46 28 
52 4 3 
44 46 
32 28 
42 24 
47 38 
39 50 
37 14 
17 24 
43 07 
30 23 
27 58 
48 23 
41 36 
39 04 
07 28 
32 07 
36 11 
3 1 37 
19 17 
37 51 
38 59 
40 44 
37 39 
41 15 
48 10 
40 54 
35 01 

Longitude 
(W) 

0 I 

.. 
lll 1? 
119 47 
077 2 0 
104 32 
121 30 
094 11 
090 23 
170 13 
123 01 
111 5 8 
098 28 
118 44 
117 08 
066 00 
084 22 
174 06 
1 06 58 
0 93 49 
096 23 
117 32 
089 40 
093 23 
08 3 56 
076 07 
084 22 
082 32 
124 44 
083 48 
095 38 
15 1 5U 
110 56 
095 54 
097 13 
166 39 
075 29 
071 28 
114 02 
097 25 
076 55 
103 38 
117 48 
110 44 

!Type of rawin-
sonde equip. 

4 

WBRT-R 

WBRT 
WBRT 
WB RT-R 
WBRT 

GMO 
WBRT 
WBRT-R 
WBRT 

GMO 

GMO 

GMD 

GMO 
GMO 

WBRT 
GMD 
GMO 

GMO 
GMO-R 
WBRT- R 

WBRT-R 
WBRT-R 

Elevation 
fo r raob 
purposes 
(gpm) 

316 

10 
61 

1288 
24 3 

124 
6 

221 
38 

79 

72 2 

10 

8 
31 

269 

789 

5 
2 

85 

131 0 
1492 

Scheduled ~ad i osonde 
or rawinsonde observa-
tions 

0000 
GCT 

RS 

RS 
RS 
RS 
RS 

RS 
RS 
RS 
RS 

RS 

RS 

RS 

RS 
RS 

RS 
RS 
RS 

RS 
RS 
RS 

RS 
RS 

0600 
GCT 

RS 

1200 
GCT 

RS 

RS 
RS 
RS 
RS 

RS 
RS 
RS 
RS 

RS 

RS 

RS 

RS 
RS 

RS 

RS 

RS 
RS 
RS 

RS 
RS 

1800 
GCT 

RS 

Scheduled w inds-alo ft 

0000 
GCT 

RW 

RW 
RW 
RW 
RW 

RW 
RW 
RW 
RW 

RW 

RW 

RW 

p 
RW 
RW 

RW 
RW 
RW 

RW 
RW 
RW 

RW 
RW 

observat ions 
0600 1200 
GCT GCT 

p 
p 

RW 
p 

RW 
p RW 

RW RW 
p RW 

RW RW 
p RW 
p RW 

RW 

p RW 
p 
p RW 
p 
p 
p RW 
p 
p p 
p RW 

RW RW 
p 

RW RW 
p 

p RW 
p 
p 
p RW 

RW RW 
RW 

p 

p RW 
p RW 

1800 
GCT 

p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 

p 
RW 

p 
p 

RW 
p 
p 

p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 

RW 
p 

RW 

p 
p 
p 

R.W 

p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
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lqtllittlo 
(II) 

'• '"' '"" 
II 

YfiK IM/1 WI\ 'I ll '•6 i'• 
VAICU't'A'J' A 59 31 
v 1111 we 1 PAC 09 3 1 
YUUNG'IIOWN OHIO 41 16 

YUMA ARIZ 32 40 

I ""ttllltc lu 
(W) 

0 

120 32 
139 40 
138 08 
080 40 

I 
114 36 

I ypn of 
~oncf,, 

ICIWifl-

1 quip. 

WIIRI 
C, Ml) 

5 

[ lcvo tion 
for roob 
purposes 
(gpm) 

12 
17 

Schedu led radiosonde 
or rowinsonde observo-
t ions 

0000 
GCT 

RS 
RS 

0600 
GCT 

1200 1800 
GCT GCT 

RS 

Scheduled winds-a loft 

0000 
GCT 

RW 
RW 

observa t ions 
0600 
GCT 

p 
p 

p 

1200 
GCT 

RW 
p 

1800 
GCT 

p 
p 

p 

p 
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Latitude Longitude Type of rowin- Elevation Scheduled rod iosonde 
(N) (W) sonde equip. fo r roob or rowinsonde observe- Schedu led winds-a loft 

Station purposes l ions observations 
(gpm) 0000 0600 1200 1800 0000 0600 1200 1800 

0 I 0 I GCT GCT GCT GCT GCT GCT GCT GCT 

UNITED STATES 
5 MISS TEST FAC MISS 30 28 089 42 GMD irregular 
6 SAN NICHOLAS IS CAL 33 14 119 27 GMD RS RS RW R'w 
4 V ANOENBERG AF B CAL 34 40 120 35 GMD 113 RS RS RS RS RW RW RW RW 
7 YUCCA FLAT NEV 36 57 116 03 GMD RS p p R\V p 

BAHAMAS 
NASSAU BI 25 03 077 22 p p p p 

CANADA 
ALER T NWT 82 30 062 20 GMD 66 RS RS RW p RW p 

CHURCHILL MAN 58 45 094 05 GMD 35 RS RS RW p RW p 

CLYDE NWT 70 27 068 33 SCR 8 RS RS RW RW 
EOMUNTON ALTA 53 34 113 31 SCR 676 RS RS RW p RW p 

EUREKA NWT 80 06 085 57 GMD 7 RS RS RW p RW p 

FORT CHIMO PQ 58 06 068 26 SCR 36 RS RS RW RW 
FORT SMITH NWT 60 01 111 58 SCR 203 RS RS RW RW 
FROBISHER NIH 63 45 068 34 SCR 21 RS RS RW RW 
ISACHSEN NWT 78 47 103 32 GMD 30 RS RS RW p RW p 

MOULD' BAY NWT 76 17 119 28 GMD 20 RS RS RW p RW p 

PRINC E GEORGE BC 53 54 122 40 WBRT 676 RS RS RW RW 
RESOLUTE NWT 74 41 094 54 GMD b4 RS RS RW p RW p 

SEPT ILES PQ 50 13 066 16 SCR 58 RS RS RW. RW 
WHITEHORSE YT 60 43 135 05 SCR 6<J8 RS RS RW p RW p 

C ARIBBEAN 
BARBAbOS WI 13 04 059 30 GMD 56 RS RW 
CURACAO NA 12 ll 068 58 SCR 9 RS RS RW p RW p 

GRAND CAYMAN BWI 19 18 081 22 SCR 3 RS RS RW RW 
KINGST ON BWI 17 56 076 47 SCR 1 RS RS RW RW 
RAIZE T FWI 16 16 061 31 SCR u RS RS RW RW 
SAN ANDRES IS COLU 12 35 081 42 SCR 2 RS RS RW RW 
SANTO DOMINGO DR 18 28 069 53 SCR 14 RS RS RW RW 
SINT MAARTEN NA 18 02 063 07 SCR 3 RS RS RW RW 

MEXICO 
CHIHUAHUA MEX 28 38 106 04 GMD RS RS RW p RW p 

EMPALME MEX 27 57 110 48 GMD RS RS RW RW 
ENS EN ADA MEX 31 53 116 38 p p 

GUADALUPE IS MEX 28 52 119 42 p p p p 

LA PAZ MEX 24 10 110 18 p p p p 

GUAYMAS MEX 27 51 110 55 p p, 

MONTERREY MEX 25 40 100 18 GMD 25 Rs RS RW .H.W 
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Latitude 
(N) 

'"'''"'" 
0 I 

MA/AIIIIN HI X 73 11 
Ml I( lilA HI X 10 56 
MONti IIVA HI X 1(, 55 
~ tJ l II I A M A It I fl A HI X n ttf:., 

I ACliiiAYA Ml X I 11 7 '• 
1 [)I( I{ I liN HI X '•I l ? 
VII(A( IW/ Ml X 1'1 0'1 

OC I•:AN W1'/\ 'l' lllN:1 
A 11 AN I II. •, I A II 0.,() 3 0 
A I l /IN I I ( '" A (. !>7 45 
A II AN I 1(, ~ I A I) '•4 00 
A II AN I I(. ... I A I 35 00 
11 Ac.J I I C ~ I A N 30 00 
PII I. III C S ill V 34 00 

P/\CJio' l ( ' ISLANDS 
UMKlNG SANDS 11/IW 22 02 

9 1:NIWCfUK PAC 11 2 1 
8 KWAJAL[IN PAC 08 44 
9 MARCUS ISLAND PAC 24 18 

SOUTH AMERICA 
ANTOFAGASTA CHIL 23 22 s 
BOGOTA COL 04 42 
LIMA PERU 12 01 s 
PUERl l) MONTT CHIL 41 29 

1. Feb 1 to May 31 
2. Nov through Feb 
3. June 1 to Sept 30 
4. Partially funded by USAF 
5. Funded by National Aeronautics and Space Admin. 
6. Funded by Pacific Missile Range 
7. Funded by Atomic Energy Commission 
B. Funded by US Army 
9. Funded by USAF 
* 6,8 or 9 meters depending upon type of ship used 

Longitude 
(W) 

0 I 

106 25 
089 40 
101 25 
098 12 
099 12 
103 27 
096 07 

051 00 
035 30 
041 00 
048 00 
140 00 
164 00 

l )CJ loh 

167 I I 
I(, 1 'tl 
l'.d ~ll 

010 26 
074 09 
077 0 2 
072 51 

Type of rawin- Elevation Scheduled rad iosonde 
sonde equ ip. for raob or rawinsonde observa- Schedu led winds-aloft 

purposes ti ons observations 

(upn•) 0000 0600 1200 1800 0000 0600 1200 1800 
CCT CCT GCT GCT GCT GCT GCT GCT 

--
SCR l 1t RS RW 
SCR ll RS RS RW RW 

p p p I> 
p I> 

SCR 2306 RS RW 
p p p p 

SCR 13 RS RW 

'(. RS RS RW RW RW RW 
·* RS RS RW KW RW RW 
* RS RS I{ W RW RW RW 
'(. RS RS RW RW RW RW 
'fo RS RS RW RW RW RW 
'(. RS RS RW RW RW RW 

c:MD 5 irregular 
GMO 5 RS RS RW p RW p 

GMD 4 RS RS RW p RW p 
CMD 9 RS RW p 

GMD 137 RS RS RW RW 
SCR 2541 RS RS RW RW 
SCR 135 RS RW 
GMO 6 RS RS RW RW 

7 USCOM.\.1-ESSA-DC 
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1'JHAT IS A UFO AND HON' DO 'l.'.fB RB<ZIVE UFO REPORTS 

A UFO is any aerial object "t:Ihich. tho o'bzo:-vcr c ... n .. ot idoutify., . 

UFO reports should be ropor~ed to end i~vostig~ted by t ho closca~ 

AFB to the observer. If tho sigh~ing is idontitiod at tho local 

( l) ... lDE.i.~'l'lFIE:D 

(2) · INSUWICIEI'-.~ D.6,.TA 

(3) UNID];NTlFlED 

All news releases on UFOiz como from tho Socrotury of the Air Fore~~ 
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